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a b s t r a c t

The pressure responsiveness property of a skirt-cushion system, which is closely related to the overall
performance of Air Cushion Vehicles (ACVs), has always been the difficulty and challenging problem
involving cushion aerodynamics and flexible skirt dynamics. Based on a widely used bag and finger skirt-
cushion system, the pressure responsiveness properties are investigated numerically. The physical pro-
cess and mechanism are analyzed and a numerical method for evaluating the pressure responsiveness
property is proposed. A cushion-skirt information communication platform is also presented for inter-
changing the force and the skirt configuration between cushion aerodynamics and flexible skirt dy-
namics. The pressure responsiveness of a typical skirt-cushion system is calculated and the results
demonstrate that the pressure responsiveness property helps alleviate the influence of the cushion
height changing on the overall performance of ACVs. Finally, the influences of skirt geometrical and
cushion aerodynamic parameters on the pressure responsiveness properties are discussed systematically,
giving insight into the design of skirt-cushion systems.

© 2020 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open
access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Air Cushion Vehicles (ACVs), which possess the advantages of
high speed, amphibious and low physical field, are widely applied
in the field of beach landing, rescuing, patrolling, mine-sweeping
and cargo transportation(Yun and Bliault, 2000, 2012). As a key
system, the skirt-cushion system provides the amphibious ability
for ACVs that enables them to overcome obstacles and pass over
waves with a high speed. Hence, the skirt-cushion system has a
significant effect on the lift, stability, seakeeping and safety prop-
erties of ACVs (see Fig. 1).

The skirt-cushion system consists of fans, air ducting, air
cushion and skirts, as shown in Fig. 2. The air transferred from at-
mosphere travels along the ducting and is injected into the bag of
the skirt afterwards. Continually, the air is injected into the air
cushion to inflate the skirt. The hull is supported by the air in air
cushion to hover on the ground. Afterwards, the air effuses beneath
skirt fingers to the outside.

Depending on the deformability when ACVs sail on waves or

ground, commonly used skirt-cushion systems could be divided
into two types, i.e., responsive and non-responsive (Chung, 1997;
Ma and Wu, 2012). The responsive skirt-cushion system is capable
of deformation to minimize cushion pressure changes and hover
gap fluctuations when ACVs pass over obstacles or waves, thus
minimizing the gas loss in the air cushion and improving sea-
keeping and resistance properties of ACVs (Milewski et al., 2008).
Responsiveness of skirt-cushion systems can be classified into
pressure responsiveness and contact responsiveness. The main
difference between the pressure responsiveness and the contact
responsiveness is whether the skirt contacts waves or ground. The
pressure responsiveness relates to the skirt-cushion system
responsiveness in absence of the contact with waves or ground,
while the contact responsiveness is the responsiveness of skirt-
cushion systems involving the contact between skirts and waves
or ground. The contact responsiveness involves hydrodynamics
which is high non-linear and will lead to more complexities on
responsiveness studies(Chung et al., 1996; García-Espinosa et al.,
2015). Compared with the contact responsiveness, the pressure
responsiveness mainly relates to cushion aerodynamics, skirt dy-
namics and the intercoupling effect between them. Without the
consideration of the contact between skirts and waves or ground,
the highly non-linear effect of hydrodynamics can be neglected.
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Therefore, the pressure responsiveness is lower non-linear and
easy to learn as a preliminary study to gain a deep understanding of
the responsiveness properties. However, the excellent responsive-
ness properties might also lead to the instability of skirt-cushion
systems, such as ploughing-in phenomena of bow skirts and
bounce phenomena of the side skirts (Chung and Jung, 2004; Cook,
1989). All of these instable phenomena are harmful to the overall
performance of ACVs and should be avoided. Therefore, there is an
urgent need to establish a numerical method to quantitatively
investigate the pressure responsiveness properties which offers an
effective way of designing skirt-cushion systems.

Although the concept of the skirt-cushion system pressure
responsiveness has been proposed for decades, most of the re-
searches are basically focused on the qualitative analysis or on the
skirt deformation without the interaction between skirt dynamics
and cushion aerodynamics. The numerical researches are rare due
to the difficulties in skirt configuration simulations and the inter-
action between cushion aerodynamics and flexible skirt dynam-
ics(Amyot, 1989).

Flexible skirt dynamics has always been difficult due to the
nonlinearity of the materials and the complex 3-dimensional

flexible skirt structure. Previous studies concerning the configura-
tion calculation of skirts mainly include traditional simplified an-
alytic method and general finite element method (García-Espinosa
et al., 2015; Ma and Sullivan, 1986). The traditional simplified an-
alytic method which treats the bag-finger type skirt as a two-link
dynamic system with four degrees of freedom calculates the
static configuration based on the force balance equation (Ji, 2014;
Xie and Hua, 1985; Zheng et al., 1986). Due to the hypothesis and
simplification adopted in the force analysis, the traditional
simplified analytic method can only be applied to the configuration
calculation with simple structures and loads. Although the modi-
fication of three-dimension impact has been taken into consider-
ation in the calculation (Xie and Zheng,1989), it is still imprecise for
the calculation of the 3-dimensional structure of skirts, such as
bow-side corner skirts. The general finite element method is based
on the simplification of non-moment theory of shell. As the skirt is
unable to endure bending moment and undergoes large deforma-
tion with little strain, membrane elements are used and the dy-
namic explicit solving method is applied in the analysis
(Jabbarizadeh, 2012). One advantage of this method is that it can
avoid the challenge of singularity of stiffness matrices because the
central differences method is directly adopted without the need to
solve the matrix decomposition and inversion. However, recent
investigations on skirt simulations using the general finite element
method mainly treat the skirt as a 2-dimensional section profile
structure(Cole and Neu, 2019; García-Espinosa et al., 2015). This
method is inapplicable to simulations of 3-dimensional flexible
skirts, and might cause inaccuracy to the skirt configuration
calculations.

Although the interaction between cushion aerodynamics and
flexible skirt dynamics is of paramount importance to the pressure
responsiveness, few researches took the interaction between skirt
and cushion into consideration when studying the dynamic char-
acteristics of ACVs. A number of researches on skirt configuration
simulations regarded the pressure in bag and cushion as constant
without the consideration of fan characteristic and cushion resis-
tance. Cao (Cao et al., 2017) performs the study of characteristic
parameters of responsive skirt under large disturbances, while the
effect of skirt configuration changes on cushion aerodynamics is
not taken into account. Xu(Xu et al., 2019) reports the research on
the configuration for skirts based on CATIA-Abaqus parametric
finite element method, yet the interaction between cushion

Fig. 1. An air cushion vehicle - Hovertravel’s BHT-180 ferry(Yun and Bliault, 2012).

Fig. 2. The sketch of a skirt-cushion system.
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aerodynamics and flexible skirt structure is not involved. With
respect to the studies on the cushion characteristics of ACVs, the
skirt is viewed as a rigid structure and is undeformed. Conse-
quently, the influence of the skirt deformation on the cushion dy-
namics is neglected, resulting in inaccuracy to the simulations (Guo
et al., 2015; Hirata and Faltinsen, 2000; Kaya and O.€Ozcan, 2013; Lu
et al., 2019).

To solve these problems, a numerical method for evaluating the
pressure responsiveness of a skirt-cushion system is proposed. The
method is based on the cushion-skirt dynamics interaction plat-
form, which communicates pressure forces and skirt configurations
between the cushion dynamics and flexible skirt dynamics parts,
and hence makes it available for the quantitative analysis of the
pressure responsiveness. Furthermore, the influences of skirt
geometrical parameters and cushion parameters on the pressure
responsiveness are studied by the proposed numerical method,
giving insight into the design of skirt-cushion systems. This paper is
structured as follows. Section 2 describes the mechanism and
analysis methodology of the skirt-cushion system pressure
responsiveness. In Section 3, the numerical method for evaluating
the pressure responsiveness based on the cushion-skirt dynamics
interaction platform is built and used to calculate a typical bag and
finger type skirt. In Section 4, the influences of skirt geometrical
parameters and cushion parameters on the pressure responsive-
ness are discussed in details, and some reasonable explanations on
relevant results and suggestions for improving skirt design are
given. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Mechanism and analysis methodology

2.1. Mechanism of the pressure responsiveness of skirt-cushion
systems

The process of the pressure responsiveness with the cushion
height change Dhc due to the ground or skirt relative motion is
analyzed and described in Fig. 3. The initial state of the skirt-

cushion system before disturbance is shown in Fig. 3a, with the
cushion height, the skirt height and the hover gap described as hc0,
hs0, he0 respectively. Then the ground moves upwards or ACVs
move downwards, making the cushion height change from hc0 to hc
by Dhc. Meanwhile, the skirt configuration and cushion aero-
dynamic parameters including the pressure in bag and cushion
start to change. Finally, the system achieves a new equilibrium state
where the skirt height changes from hs0 to hs by Dhs with the
pressure Pc and Pb, as shown in Fig. 3c. However, the skirt might
contact the ground or water when the given cushion height change
is too large or the skirt deformability is too low(Milewski et al.,
2008), as shown in Fig. 3d, which refers to contact responsive-
ness and is not discussed in this paper.

The mechanism of the pressure responsiveness based on the
physical process analysis above is illustrated in Fig. 4. The ground or
ACV skirt motion Dhc gives rise to the change of the hover gap Dhe,
which then alters the force DFc and momentum DMc on the skirt
under the effect of cushion stiffness. The changes of the force and
moment on the skirt result in the deformation of the skirt height
Dhs, and minimize the effect of Dhc on the Dhein turn.

To describe the pressure responsiveness of a skirt-cushion sys-
tem quantificationally, Dhs=Dhc which stands for the skirt height
change against the cushion height change, could be used to

Fig. 3. The physical process of the skirt-cushion system responsiveness.

Fig. 4. The mechanism of the skirt-cushion system pressure responsiveness.
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characterize the pressure responsiveness (Amyot, 1989) and is
calculated by Eq. (1):

Dhs
Dhc

¼DPc
Dhc

,
Dhs
DPc

(1)

where DPc=Dhc corresponds to cushion pressure stiffness which
can be obtained by cushion aerodynamics. Dhs=DPc denotes skirt
flexibility which can be obtained by flexible skirt dynamics.

It can be concluded that the pressure responsiveness mainly
depends on the cushion pressure stiffness, the skirt flexibility and
the complex coupling interaction between them. Therefore, the
pressure responsiveness of skirt-cushion systems could be regar-
ded as a series oscillation model of cushion pressure stiffness and
skirt flexibility, as shown in Fig. 5.

2.2. Cushion aerodynamics

The studies on cushion aerodynamics are mainly based on the
plenum chamber theory for commonly used bag and finger skirt-

cushion systems (Chung, 1997; Kaya and O.€Ozcan, 2013). The
plenum chamber theory assumes that air flow processes from the
bag to the cushion and from the cushion to the atmosphere to be
quasi-steady. The bag and cushion volumes are modelled as lum-
ped pneumatic capacitances(Sowayan and Alsaif, 2013). To study
the cushion aerodynamics of the skirt-cushion system, the fan
characteristic equation, the cushion resistance equation and the
flow continue equation are applied (Ma and Wu, 2012; Yun and
Bliault, 2000).

The fan characteristic equation is described as Eq. (2):

Pf ¼Aþ B,Qf þ C,
�
Qf

�2
(2)

where Pf is the total pressure of the fan, and Qf denotes the flow
rate of the fan. A, B, and C are fan characteristic coefficients which is
determined by the fan type and speed.

The cushion resistance equation is expressed as Eq. (3):

Pf ¼ Pc þ 1
2
r

 
Qf

CjSj

!2

þ 1
2
r

�
Qf

CdSd

�2

(3)

where Sj and Sd denote the area of feeding orifices and that of air
ducting respectively. Cj and Cd denote the coefficient of feeding
orifices and that of air ducting due to the pressure loss, respectively.
Pcis the designed cushion pressure.

The flow continue equation is written as Eq. (4):

Qf ¼Qe (4)

whereQe denotes the leaking flow rate through the hover gap given
by Eq. (5):

Qe ¼Ce,le,he,

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Pc
r

s
(5)

le and he represent the air leakage length and hover gap respec-
tively. Ce stands for the empirical flow leakage coefficient which is
recommended taking 0.7.

The pressure in bag Pb can be obtained by Eq. (6):

Pb ¼ Pc þ 1
2
r

 
Qf

CjSj

!2

(6)

The operation point of the fan and the main cushion aero-
dynamic parameters, such as Pb, he, can be obtained by solving Eqs.
(2)e(6).

2.3. Flexible skirt dynamics

Flexible skirt dynamics is performed on Abaqus using the dy-
namic explicit solving method, which is based on the solving of the
motion equations expressed as Eqs. (7) and (8).

M , €x ¼ F � I (7)

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

_xnþ1
2
¼ _xn�1

2
þ €xnDt

xnþ1 ¼ xn þ _xnþ1
2
Dt

(8)

where M, F, I, x, n, Dt are mass matrix, external loads vector, in-
ternal force vector, displacement vector, time and time interval,
respectively.

Based on Eq. (7)- (8), the displacement vector of skirt node at
nþ 1 moment, xnþ1, can be obtained by Eq. (9),

Fig. 5. The series oscillation model of skirt-cushion systems.
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xnþ1¼xnþ
�
_xn�1

2
þ €xnDt

�
,Dt¼xnþ

�
xn�xn�1

Dt
þF� I

M
Dt
�
,Dt

¼ 2xn�xn�1þ
F� I
M

Dt2 (9)

The skirt is made of rubber coated fabric composites, as shown
in Fig. 6. The strength of the composite depends on the fabric inside
which is commonly made of nylon. The rubber outside is set to
prevent the damage of sea water to the nylon. Generally, the me-
chanical property of warp yarn and fill yarn are different. However,
it can be treated as isotropic material considering that the shear
stresses are not predominant in the calculation (Bloxom, 2014).

The skirt is fixed to the hull structure of ACVs through the inner
and outer attachments, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Therefore, the
boundary condition at the inner and outer attachments are set as
pinned. The pressure of bag Pb and that of air cushion Pc obtained
by cushion aerodynamics are applied to the bag and cushion
respectively, and the skirt configuration could be obtained by the
FEM analysis.

3. Numerical method of the pressure responsiveness of skirt-
cushion systems

3.1. Numerical method of the pressure responsiveness

The objective of the numerical method is to find the equilibrium
condition of the skirt-cushion system when the cushion height is
changed by Dhc. A numerical method based on the mechanism for
evaluating the pressure responsiveness is proposed and the
detailed numerical flowchart is depicted in Fig. 7.

Prior to calculating the pressure responsiveness of skirt-cushion
systems, the calculation of the skirt configuration and cushion
aerodynamic parameters under the initial state is carried out. The
skirt geometrical model is built by CATIA through application
development based on VBA. Meanwhile, the cushion aerodynamic
parameters under the initial state, such as Pb0, Pc0 and he0, are
achieved through cushion aerodynamics. The FEM analysis is then
performed upon the basis of the skirt geometrical model and the
cushion aerodynamic parameters, giving the skirt height hs0, the
cushion height hc0, and the hover gap he0 under the initial state.

After that, the calculation of the skirt height change Dhs under
the given cushion height change Dhc is performed. It is reported
that the pressure responsiveness of skirt-cushion systems Dhs=Dhc
ranges from 0 to 1 indicating 0 � Dhs � Dhc(Ma and Wu, 2012).
Accordingly, the skirt height change is assumed to be Dhs0 which
changes from 0 to Dhc for an interval of h, giving rise to the hover

gap changed as he ¼ he0 � Dhc þ Dhs0. The initial skirt height
change Dhs0 is firstly set as the value that ensures the skirt-cushion
system have a minimum hover gap, i.e., he>0. Afterwards, the
pressure of bag Pb and that of cushion Pc will be achieved by
cushion aerodynamics and are applied to flexible skirt dynamics to
calculate the skirt deformation giving the real skirt change Dhs. The
calculation procedure is through application development of Aba-
qus based on Python. This process is iterated until the convergence
criteria that suggests a new equilibrium state for the system, i.e.
jDhs � Dhs0j � 1%,Dhc, is fulfilled. Finally, the pressure respon-
siveness of the skirt-cushion system Dhs=Dhc is obtained. The value
of the given interval h through the iteration process is not a con-
stant and it depends on the value of jDhs � Dhs0j. If the value of
jDhs � Dhs0j is relatively large, the value of h is given to be a large
one to decrease the iteration step and increase efficiency. When the
value of jDhs � Dhs0j gets smaller, the given value of h also changes
to a smaller one to increase the solving accuracy.

As mentioned before, the numerical calculation of the pressure
responsiveness of skirt-cushion systems requires information
interchange between cushion aerodynamics and flexible skirt dy-
namics. This information interchange is realized by a cushion-skirt
interaction platform described in Fig. 8. It includes three parts, the
cushion aerodynamics part, the flexible skirt dynamics part and the
cushion-skirt interaction platform that communicating informa-
tion through them. The cushion aerodynamics part is mainly
involved of solving the pressure and hover gap of the skirt-cushion
system based on the fan characteristic equation, the cushion
resistance equation and the flow continue equation. The flexible
skirt dynamics part includes geometry model building, FEM
modeling & solving, and result analysis. In this part, the skirt ge-
ometry model (stp file) built through CATIA bymeans of application
development is transferred to the cushion-skirt interaction plat-
form. Afterwards, the FEMmodel (inp file) is achieved using Python,
which is called by the interaction platform to perform FEM
modeling of the skirt on the basis of Pb, Pcand the skirt geometrical
model. After that, the Abaqus FEM solver is called by the platform to
carry out the calculation and the result database (odb file) is ac-
quired. Finally, Python is called again by the platform to conduct the
data analysis. The skirt-cushion interaction platform is used to
transfer these parameters between the cushion aerodynamics and
flexible skirt dynamics parts. All of these processes are automati-
cally operated through the cushion-skirt interaction platform
which is beneficial to time saving and efficiency.

3.2. Pressure responsiveness calculation of a typical skirt-cushion
system

A case-study approach is chosen to provide a detail illustration

Fig. 6. Rubber coated fabric composites (left: fabric inside; right: composites).
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of this numerical method for evaluating the pressure responsive-
ness of the skirt-cushion system based on the scheme shown in
Fig. 8. The composition of the typical skirt-cushion system is shown
in Fig. 2 where the skirt configuration section is shown in Fig. 9a.
Xc0, Xa0, Hc0, and q0 are the skirt length, the length between inner
and outer attachments, the skirt height and the finger angle. The
values of Xc0, Xa0, Hc0 and q0 are 6270mm, 6270mm, 2565mm and
35�, respectively. The skirt geometrical model is constructed as
shown in Fig. 9b.

The ACV weight is set as W0, the fan speed is nf0 and the
pressure ratio between bag and cushion Pbc is selected as 1.30. The
FEM model is built based on the skirt geometrical model and
cushion aerodynamic parameters, as shown in in Fig. 10. The skirt is
set as a membrane with a thickness of 3 mm. Except for the geo-
metric parameters, the density of skirt membrane is 1.2e-9 t/mm3

and the Young’s modulus is set as 120Mpa. This typical skirt is
denoted as case 0 for comparison.

The calculated initial height of skirt hs0 and hover gap he0 are
2565 mm and 88 mm, respectively. Therefore, the value of the
initial height of cushion hc0, determined by hc0 ¼ hs0 þ he0, is
2653 mm. The value of he0 is relatively smaller compared with that
of hs0, and hence the effect of hc0 on the pressure responsiveness is
similar to the effect of skirt height, which is studied in section 4.1.2.
The pressure responsiveness of the skirt-cushion system is calcu-
lated with the cushion height changing from 0.1m to 0.5m for an
interval of 0.1m and the result is shown in Fig. 11. Generally,
Dhs=Dhcof a skirt-cushion system exceeding 0.9 indicates that the
skirt-cushion system is high pressure responsive. Dhs=Dhc less than
0.5 and ranging from 0.5 to 0.9 are regarded as low responsive and
medium responsive, respectively(Ma and Wu, 2012). The slope of
the curve stands for the pressure responsiveness around 0.91,
indicating that the skirt-cushion system is high pressure respon-
sive. The pressure responsiveness Dhs=Dhc is uniform with
different given cushion height changes, indicating that the pressure

Fig. 7. Numerical flowchart for the pressure responsiveness of skirt-cushion systems.
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responsiveness of skirt-cushion systems might be treated as a
linear dynamic property(Chung and Jung, 2004). It might be
because the contact with water or ground is not taken into
consideration. Fig. 12 shows that the skirt deforms upwards after
the disturbance of the cushion height changes, indicating its
distinct response capability.

The numerical approach of the pressure responsiveness is
studied in detail to illustrate the iteration process when the cushion
height change Dhc is 0.5m. The assumed skirt height change Dhs0
and the calculated skirt height change Dhs during the iteration are

shown in Fig. 13. It is found that the assumed skirt height change
Dhs0 increases while the calculated skirt height change Dhs de-
creases with the iteration. The difference between Dhs and Dhs0
decreases until jDhs � Dhs0j � 1%,Dhc is fulfilled, indicating the
end of the iterations. At the iteration end, the skirt height change
Dhs is 0.454m, therefore the responsiveness of skirt-cushion sys-
tem Dhs=Dhc is 0.91, which means that the skirt is a high

Fig. 8. Skirt-cushion interaction platform between cushion aerodynamics and flexible skirt dynamics (the number indicating the sequence of flexible skirt dynamics).

Fig. 9. The skirt configuration of a typical skirt-cushion syste（a: section profile; b: 3D model）.

Fig. 10. The FEM model in Abaqus.

Fig. 11. The skirt height changes under the given cushion height changes.
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responsiveness skirt.
The lift characteristic of the skirt-cushion system during the

iteration can be obtained through cushion aerodynamics, as shown
in Fig. 14. To compare the difference between the cushion resis-
tance curves during the iteration, the dimensionless flow rate is
defined as Qf

0 ¼ Qf =Qf0, where Qf0 is the flow rate of the designed

fan operation point. The dimensionless pressure is defined as Pf
0 ¼

Pf =Pf0 where Pf0 is the total pressure of the designed fan operation
point. As suggested from Fig. 14, the operation point of the skirt-
cushion system can be deviated significantly from the initial state
when assumed skirt height change Dhs0 is too small. It because the
pressure responsiveness of skirt-cushion system is not yet fully
considered, which might cause the unsteady of the fan and also
lead to the high heave motion appetite of the air cushion vehi-
cle(Chung and Sullivan, 1997). And with the iteration, taking the
effect of skirt configuration change into consideration, the opera-
tion point of the skirt-cushion system moves to the right-hand
direction, i.e., initial operation point direction. It can both be
beneficial to the stability of the skirt-cushion system and also de-
creases the heave motion of the air cushion vehicle. And it also
helps to maintain the flux of the cushion that beneficial to the
safety of ACVs.

4. Influence studies on the pressure responsiveness of skirt-
cushion systems

As discussed above, the pressure responsiveness of the skirt-
cushion system is determined by cushion stiffness, skirt flexibility
and their intercoupling effect. Therefore, the increase of the pres-
sure responsiveness of skirt-cushion systems could be obtained by
either decreasing the cushion stiffness or increasing the skirt flex-
ibility. One of the objectives of this paper is to explore the influence
of skirt geometrical parameters and cushion aerodynamics pa-
rameters on the pressure responsiveness quantificationally, which
might be used to optimize the skirt-cushion design.

4.1. Influence of skirt geometrical factors

Fig. 15 presents a typical bag and finger skirt configuration
depicting its major geometrical parameters, where Xc, Hc, q denote
the skirt length, the skirt height, and the finger angle, respectively.
The influence of these parameters on the pressure responsiveness
of skirt-cushion systems have been conducted as shown in Table 1

Fig. 12. Skirt deformations under the given cushion height changes.

Fig. 13. The assumed and calculated skirt height changes during the iteration.

Fig. 14. The lift characteristic of the skirt-cushion system during the iteration (K:
iteration step).

Fig. 15. The sketch of a typical bag and finger skirt configuration.
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through the numerical method discussed above. In the parametric
studies, the skirt configurations change with the geometrical pa-
rameters, thus inevitably requiring geometry and FEMmodeling for
each skirt configuration, which is time consuming and inefficient
for traditional manual modeling ways. Therefore, parametric
modeling of skirt configurations through application development
of CATIA and Abaqus is essential. In this part, the parametric
modeling of each simulation is conducted according to the method
by Xu (Xu et al., 2019). The geometry model of the skirt is built in
CATIA through application development based on VBA, and then the
Abaqus is called automatically to perform the FEMmodeling to give
the inp file for the simulation. The key advantage of using this
method is that it could perform the nonlinear analysis automati-
cally which might help improve efficiency of the parametric
investigations.

4.1.1. Influence of the skirt length
Based on case 0 in section 3.2, parametric studies are conducted

in this section to investigate the influence of the skirt length on the
pressure responsiveness of skirt-cushion systems. The values of the
skirt length are changed while other skirt geometrical and cushion
aerodynamic parameters remain constant. The values of the skirt
length, described as Xc=Xc0, are taken as 0.48, 0.61, 0.74, 0.87, 1.08
and 1.15 respectively. The skirt configurations with various values
of Xc are shown in Fig. 16.

The pressure responsiveness with Dhc changing from 0.1m to
0.5m for an interval of 0.1m is calculated and the result is shown in
Fig. 17. It appears that not all of these cases reach the convergence.
When Dhc is 0.1 m, the pressure responsiveness calculated is 0.486

for case 1. However, when the given Dhc exceeds 0.2m, the nu-
merical approach is unable to reach the convergence. It might be
attributed to the fact that the skirt deformability is not enough
when the change of cushion height is too large. The skirt tends to
contact ground or water under this condition (Ma and Sullivan,
1986; Sullivan et al., 1985) and this method turns to be inappli-
cable. Consequently, the maximum cushion height change that the
skirt is deformable without the contact with ground or water for
case 1 is 0.1m, and that for case 2 and case 3 is 0.2m and 0.3m
respectively, meaning that the pressure responsiveness increases
gradually. It can also be concluded that the responsiveness of skirt-
cushion cushion systems could not be divided into pressure and
contact responsiveness completely, and these two processes are
existed together to influence the dynamics of ACVs. When the
disturbance is slight and the skirt has no contact with ground or
water, the pressure responsive property plays a prominent role.
With the increase of the disturbance, the skirt inevitably contacts
ground or water, and the contact responsiveness of skirt-cushion
systems together with the pressure responsiveness begin to take
effect. The skirt-water contact phenomenon would increase the

Table 1
Simulation cases for parametric studies of geometrical parameters.

Case No. Xc=Xc0 Hc=Hc0 q/�

Case 0 1 1 35
Case 1e6 0.48, 0.61, 0.74,

0.87, 1.08, 1.15
1 35

Case 1-Hc-1, Case 2-Hc-1, Case 0-Hc-1 0.48, 0.61, 1 0.8 35
Case 1-Hc-2, Case 2-Hc-2, Case 0-Hc-2 1.19
Case 1-Hc-3, Case 2-Hc-3, Case 0-Hc-3 1.37
Case 1-FA-1, Case 2-FA-1, Case 0-FA-1 0.48, 0.61, 1 1 45
Case 1-FA-2, Case 2-FA-2, Case 0-FA-2 55
Case 1-FA-3, Case 2-FA-3, Case 0-FA-3 65

Fig. 16. The skirt configurations with various values of.Xc

Fig. 17. The pressure responsiveness of skirt-cushion systems with various values of.Xc

Fig. 18. The pressure responsiveness with various values of Xc when Dhc is 0.1m.
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slamming forces, wave making resistance and frictional resistance
of ACVs(Donnelly and Neu, 2011), thus the skirt-cushion system
should be designed with high pressure responsiveness properties
to avoid the skirt-water contact phenomenon as far as possible.

It can also be inferred from Fig. 17 that compared with case 0,
the increase of the skirt length evidently leads to the increase of the
pressure responsiveness. It might be because the skirt could be
regarded as a single degree motion model around the inner fix
point (Chung, 1997; Milewski et al., 2008), and tends to move up-
wards with the increase of the skirt length under same forces.

Fig. 18 gives the pressure responsiveness of skirt-cushion sys-
tems with different values of the skirt length when Dhc is 0.1m. The
slope of the curve stands for the increase rate of the pressure
responsiveness against the skirt length, referring to the influence
degree of the skirt length on the pressure responsiveness. With the
increase of the skirt length, the slope of curve decreases gradually
from 1.35 to 0.14, meaning that the influence of the skirt length gets
slightly.

Compared to the pressure responsiveness of case 0 which is
0.8954, the pressure responsiveness of case 6 is 0.9234 and is
increased by just 3.0%, indicating that the influence is unobvious
when Xc is larger than the distance between the inner and outer
fixed points of the skirt, Xa. On the other side, the increase of the
skirt length would probably increase the risk of skirt instability
such as ploughing-in and skirt bounce phenomena. Therefore, the
value of the skirt length can be designed as equal to or a little larger
than Xa for the skirt requiring both high pressure responsiveness
and safety.

4.1.2. Influence of the skirt height
Case 1, case 2 and case 0 are selected to stand for the low, me-

dium and high pressure responsiveness skirt-cushion system in the
parametric analyses. In this section, the influence of the skirt height
on the low, medium and high pressure responsive skirt-cushion
system is conducted separately. As shown in Table 1, the values of
the skirt height, described as Hc=Hc0, are selected as 0.8, 1.19 and
1.37 while other geometrical parameters and cushion aerodynamic
parameters remain constant. These skirt configurations with
various values of Hc are shown in Fig. 19.

The pressure responsiveness with Dhc changing from 0.1m to
0.5m for an interval of 0.1m is calculated and the result is shown in
Fig. 20. The pressure responsiveness generally increases with the
increase of the skirt height for all the low, medium and high
pressure responsiveness skirt-cushion systems. It might be because
the increase of Hc leading to the increase of cushion volume against
bag volume as illustrated in Fig. 19, thus making the skirt more

Fig. 19. The skirt configurations with various values of.Hc

Fig. 20. The pressure responsiveness of skirt-cushion systems with various values
of.Hc

Fig. 21. The pressure responsiveness with various values of Hc when Dhc is 0.1m.
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deformable.
Fig. 21 gives the pressure responsivenesswith different values of

the skirt height for all the low, medium and high pressure
responsiveness skirt-cushion systems when Dhc is 0.1m. Compared
to case 1 which is the low pressure responsive skirt-cushion sys-
tem, the skirt height of case 1-Hc-3 increases by 37%, and the
pressure responsiveness of case 1-Hc-3 increases from 0.486 to
0.635 by 31%. While with the same increase in the skirt height, the
pressure responsiveness for medium and high pressure skirt-
cushion systems increase by 17% and 2% respectively. The result
demonstrates that the influence of the skirt height on the pressure
responsiveness is more obvious for the low pressure responsive
skirt-cushion system than that for the medium and high pressure
responsiveness skirt-cushion system. The possible reason is that
the proportion of the cushion volume in the total bag volume of the
low pressure responsive skirt-cushion systems is much larger
compared to that of medium and high pressure responsive skirt-
cushion system.

4.1.3. Influence of the finger angle
To investigate the influence of the finger angle on the low,

medium and high pressure responsive skirt-cushion systems, the
values of the finger angle are taken as 35�, 45�, 55� and 65�, as
shown in Table 1. These skirt configurations with various values of q
are shown in Fig. 22.

The pressure responsiveness with Dhc changing from 0.1m to
0.5m for an interval of 0.1m is calculated and the result is shown in
Fig. 23. It can be inferred that the pressure responsiveness basically
increases with the increase of q. It might be because the vertical
component force on the finger gets higher with the increase of q,
thus making the skirt tending to move upwards when the hover
gap gets smaller.

Fig. 24 gives the pressure responsiveness with different values
of the finger angle for all the low, medium and high pressure
responsiveness skirt-cushion systems when Dhc is 0.1m. Compared
to case 1, the finger angle of case-1-FA-3 increases from 35� to 65�,
and the pressure responsiveness of case 1-FA-3 increases from
0.486 to 0.6537 with an increment of 35%. While with the same
increase of the finger angle, the pressure responsiveness for the
medium and high pressure skirt-cushion systems increase by 16%
and 3%, demonstrating that the influence of the finger angle on the
pressure responsiveness is more obvious on the low pressure
responsive skirt-cushion systems rather than that for the medium
and high pressure responsiveness skirt cushion systems.

Through the parametric studies on the skirt geometrical pa-
rameters influence above, it can be concluded that the geometrical
parameters have a close relationship with the pressure respon-
siveness of skirt-cushion systems. Among the skirt geometrical

parameters investigated, the influence of the skirt length on the
pressure responsiveness is most obvious. However, it also should be
noted that the increase of the pressure responsiveness might also
lead to the instability of skirt-cushion systems which is harmful to

Fig. 22. The skirt configurations with various values of.q

Fig. 23. The pressure responsiveness of skirt-cushion systems with various values of.q

Fig. 24. The pressure responsiveness with various values of q when Dhc is 0.1m.
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the overall properties of ACVs. Therefore, the geometrical param-
eters should be taken into a comprehensive consideration.

4.2. Influence of cushion parameters

4.2.1. Influence of the pressure ratio between bag and cushion
The designed pressure ratio between bag and cushion Pbc is 1.30

for case 1, case 2 and case 0. To investigate the influence of Pbc on
the pressure responsiveness for all of the low, medium and high

pressure responsive skirt-cushion systems, the values of the pres-
sure ratio Pbc are selected as 1.24, 1.27, and 1.36 as shown in Table 2.

The pressure responsiveness of the skirt-cushion systems with
various values of the pressure ratio is calculated and the result is
shown in Fig. 25. It can be seen from Fig. 25 that the pressure
responsiveness decreases with the increase of the pressure ratio
between bag and cushion. The fan characteristic curve and cushion
resistance curves with various values of the pressure ratio are
shown in Fig. 26. The cushion resistance curve moves to the right-
hand side of the curve, i.e., high flow rate direction, and the oper-
ation point moves to the high flow rate point. It induces to a rigid
cushion with high cushion pressure stiffness, thus decreasing the
pressure responsiveness of the skirt-cushion system.

4.2.2. Influence of the fan speed
The flow rate Qf and total pressure Pf of a fan is closely related to

its speed by Eqs.10 and 11:

Qf ¼
p2nf D

3
f

240
Q (10)

Pf ¼
rp2n2f D

2
f

3600
P (11)

where Df is the fan diameter, Q and Pdenote the flow rate coeffi-
cient and pressure coefficient of the fan, respectively.

The flow rate and the total pressure of fans determine the
operation point of the skirt-cushion system, thus playing a vital role
in the pressure responsiveness of skirt-cushion systems. To inves-
tigate the influence of the fan speed on the pressure responsiveness
of all the low, medium and high pressure responsive skirt-cushion
systems, the values of the fan speed, described by nf =nf0, are taken
as 0.92, 1.08 and 1.16 as shown in Table 3. As the fan characteristic
curves and cushion characteristic curve shown in Fig. 27, the
operation points of the systemswith various values of the fan speed
are different and locate in the different part of each fan curve,
leading to the different flow rate and total pressure. The operation
point of the skirt-cushion system moves to the right-hand direc-
tion, i.e. the high flow rate and total pressure direction.

The pressure responsiveness of the skirt-cushion systems with
various values of the fan speed is calculated and the result is shown
in Fig. 28. As it can be concluded in Fig. 28, the pressure respon-
siveness of the skirt-cushion system decreases with the increase of
nf =nf0.The flow rate and the pressure gets higher with the increase
of nf =nf0, as suggested in Fig. 27. Consequently, the pressure ration
between bag and cushion, which can be calculated by Eq. (12),

Pbc ¼
Pb
Pc

¼
Pc þ 0:5,r

�
Qf

.
CjSj

�2

Pc
¼1þ

r
�
Qf

.
CjSj

�2

2Pc
(12)

gets higher with the increase of the flow rate. It leads to a rigid
skirt-cushion system, thus deceasing the pressure responsiveness
of the skirt-cushion system. And it can also be concluded that the
effect of the fan speed on the low pressure responsiveness skirt-

Table 2
Varied cases with different values of the pressure ratio between bag and
cushion.

Case No. Pbc

Case 1, Case 2, Case 0 1.30
Case 1-Pbc-1, Case 2-Pbc-1, Case 0-Pbc-1 1.36
Case 1-Pbc-2, Case 2-Pbc-2, Case 0-Pbc-2 1.27
Case 1-Pbc-3, Case 2-Pbc-3, Case 0-Pbc-3 1.24

Fig. 25. The pressure responsiveness of skirt-cushion systems with various values
of.Pbc

Fig. 26. The lift characteristic of skirt-cushion systems with various values of.Pbc

Table 3
Varied cases with different values of the fan speed.

Case No. nf =nf0

Case 1, Case 2, Case 0 1.00
Case 1-nf-1, Case 2-nf-1, Case 0-nf-1 0.92
Case 1-nf-2, Case 2-nf-2, Case 0-nf-2 1.08
Case 1-nf-3, Case 2-nf-3, Case 0-nf-3 1.16
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cushion system is more obvious than that on medium and high
pressure responsiveness skirt-cushion systems.

In particular, there is hardly any influence of the fan speed on
the pressure responsiveness of high pressure responsiveness skirt-
cushion systems, suggesting that the high pressure responsiveness
of skirt-cushion systems has minimized the disturbance of the fan
speed. To ensure the overall performance of ACVs, the fan speed is
inevitable adjusted in a certain range during the practical use.
Therefore, the pressure responsiveness of skirt-cushion systems
should be increased to a certain degree to reduce the effect of the
fan speed on the responsiveness properties.

4.2.3. Influence of the ACV weight
When ACVs sail on the waves, the weight is dependent on the

loading condition, and it also gradually gets lighter with fuel
consumed. The difference of the craft weight makes the pressure of
cushion vary in awide range. Therefore, to investigate the influence
of the craft weight on the pressure responsiveness for all of the low,
medium and high pressure responsive skirt-cushion systems, the
values of the ACV weight, described as W=W0, are set as 0.90, 0.70
and 0.50 as shown in Table 4.

The pressure responsiveness of skirt-cushion systems with
various values of the ACV weight is calculated and the result is
shown in Fig. 29. It can be seen from Fig. 29 that the pressure
responsiveness decreases with the decrease of the ACV weight. The
fan characteristic curve and cushion resistance curves with various
values of the ACV weights are shown in Fig. 30. The cushion
resistance curve moves to the right-hand side of the curve, i.e., high
flow rate direction, and the operation point moves to the high flow
rate point, which leads to the increase of the pressure ratio between
bag to cushion depending on Eq. (12). It gives rise to a rigid cushion

Fig. 27. The lift characteristic of skirt-cushion systems with various values of.nf =nf0

Fig. 28. The pressure responsiveness of skirt-cushion systems with various values
of.nf =nf0

Table 4
Varied cases with different values of the ACV weight.

Case No. W=W0

Case 1, Case 2, Case 0 1
Case 1-W-1, Case 2-W-1, Case 0-W-1 0.90
Case 1-W-2, Case 2-W-2, Case 0-W-2 0.70
Case 1-W-3, Case 2-W-3, Case 0-W-3 0.50

Fig. 29. The pressure responsiveness of skirt-cushion systems with various values of
ACV weight.

Fig. 30. The lift characteristic of skirt-cushion systems with various values of ACV
weight.
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with high cushion pressure stiffness, thus decreasing the pressure
responsiveness of the skirt-cushion system. Under this condition,
the fan speed could be decreased to improve the pressure
responsiveness of the skirt-cushion system according to the para-
metric study of the influence of the fan speed on the pressure
responsiveness of skirt-cushion systems.

5. Conclusions

Based on a widely used bag and finger skirt-cushion system, the
pressure response properties are investigated comprehensively. A
numerical method for evaluating the pressure responsiveness of
skirt-cushion systems based on the process and mechanism anal-
ysis is proposed. The numerical method is composed of three parts,
cushion aerodynamics, flexible skirt dynamics and the cushion-
skirt interaction platform communicating the forces and skirt
configurations between them. The pressure responsiveness of a
typical bag and finger skirt-cushion system is calculated and the
influences of skirt geometrical parameters and cushion aero-
dynamic parameters on the pressure response properties of skirt-
cushion systems are discussed systematically. Some conclusions
are drawn as follows:

(1) The physical process andmechanism analysis of the pressure
responsiveness of skirt-cushion systems has provided an
important opportunity to advance the understanding of the
dynamics of ACVs involving cushion aerodynamics and
flexible skirt dynamics. Dhs=Dhc, which stands for the skirt
height change against the cushion height change, could be
used to characterize the pressure responsiveness of skirt-
cushion systems. It is influenced by both cushion parame-
ters and skirt geometrical variables.

(2) The numerical method for evaluating the pressure respon-
siveness of skirt-cushion systems has been described in
detail by the calculation of a typical bag and finger skirt-
cushion system. It can also be concluded from the analysis
of the iteration procedure that the pressure responsiveness
of skirt-cushion systems is beneficial to the seakeeping of
ACVs. The possible reason is that the operating point of the
skirt-cushion system is in a small difference with the initial
state when the responsiveness is taken into consideration.

(3) Depending on the parametric studies of skirt geometrical
parameters influence on the pressure response properties,
the pressure responsiveness of skirt-cushion systems in-
creases with the increase of the skirt length, the skirt height
and the finger angle. Among the skirt geometrical parame-
ters investigated, the influence of the skirt length on the
pressure responsiveness of skirt-cushion systems is most
obvious. Compared to case 1, the pressure responsiveness of
case 6 increases from 0.486 to 0.9234 by 90% due to the in-
crease of the skirt length. And the effect of the skirt height
and the finger angle on low pressure responsive skirt-
cushion systems is much more obvious than that on the
medium and high pressure responsive skirt-cushion
systems.

(4) As for the parametric study of the effect of cushion param-
eters on the responsiveness properties, the pressure
responsiveness decreases with the increase of the pressure
ratio between bag and cushion. With the increase of the fan
speed, the pressure responsiveness decreases due to the in-
crease of the flow rate which leads to the increase of bag to
cushion pressure ratios thus making the cushion rigid. With
the decrease of the ACV weight, the pressure responsiveness
becomes lowerwhichmight be because of the increase of the
flow rate that makes the cushion rigid.

(5) The responsiveness properties of skirt-cushion systems are
in conflict with the safety of ACVs, and thus integrated con-
siderations should be taken of these two properties when
designing skirt-cushion systems for ACVs.

The study on the responsiveness of air cushion vehicles is still a
very challenging research field due to the complexity of cushion
aerodynamics, flexible skirt dynamics and the intercoupling in-
teractions. This paper could be deemed as a preliminary attempt to
investigate the pressure responsiveness property of skirt-cushion
systems. The obtained conclusions could make efforts to achieve
a deeper insight into skirt-cushion dynamics and its influence pa-
rameters, which might be beneficial to the design of skirt-cushion
systems. And it should also be noted that the skirt-water contact
effect is not taken into considerationwithin this paper which is also
of great importance to the design of skirts. Therefore, the further
research work should be carried out on the interaction between
skirts and water.
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